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Abstract: Over the past decade, considerable research has accumulated showing that chronic pain
patients experiencing high levels of negative affect (NA) are at increased risk for prescription opioid
misuse. The primary objective of the present study was to examine the factors that underlie the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse among patients with chronic pain. In this study,
82 patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain being prescribed opioid medication completed the Current Opioid Misuse Measure, a well-validated self-report questionnaire designed to assess prescription opioid misuse. Patients were also asked to complete self-report measures of pain intensity,
NA, and opioid craving. A bootstrapped multiple mediation analysis was used to examine the mediating role of patients’ pain intensity and opioid craving in the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse. Consistent with previous research, we found a significant association between
NA and prescription opioid misuse. Interestingly, results revealed that opioid craving, but not pain
intensity, mediated the association between NA and opioid misuse. The Discussion addresses the potential psychological and neurobiological factors that might contribute to the interrelationships
among NA, opioid craving, and prescription opioid misuse in patients with pain. The clinical implications of our findings are also discussed.
Perspective: Our study provides new insights into the factors that underlie the association between negative affect and prescription opioid misuse in patients with chronic pain. Our findings
could have important clinical implications, particularly for patients being prescribed opioid medication, and for reducing rates of opioid misuse in patients with pain.
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O

ver the past decade, there has been a substantial
rise in the use of opioids for the treatment of
chronic noncancer pain. Despite the potential
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benefits of opioid therapy, the rise in the use of opioids
has been accompanied by escalating rates of prescription opioid misuse and abuse.7,20,26,46,67,77 Prescription
opioid misuse, which broadly refers to the use of
opioids in a manner other than how they are
prescribed, has become a major concern for clinicians
involved in the treatment of pain.8,46,61,68,76,82 Because
of these concerns, increasing efforts have been
devoted to examining the factors that may be
associated with prescription opioid misuse among
patients with chronic pain.
One of the most consistent findings that have
emerged from previous studies among patients with
chronic pain is the association between psychiatric
symptoms and prescription opioid misuse (for a review,
see82). For example, symptoms of negative affect (NA),
such as anxiety and depression, have emerged as robust
and powerful predictors of opioid misuse. In some
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studies, it has been found that patients with high levels
of NA were 2 to 3 times more likely to misuse prescription opioids than patients with low levels of
NA.11,27,36,52,85,90 To date, research has yet to
determine the factors that are responsible for the
association between NA and prescription opioid
misuse in patients with pain. It is possible, for
example, that NA leads to higher levels of pain, which
in turn leads to an increased risk for opioid misuse. In
previous research, increased NA has been found to be
prospectively
associated
with
increased
pain
intensity.3,12,34,35,79,95 High pain intensity, in turn, has
been found to be associated with an increased risk for
opioid misuse.2,36,43
Findings from recent studies suggest that opioid
craving might also be responsible, in part, for the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse. The
concept of craving is commonly used in the substance
use literature and refers to the need or desire to consume
certain drugs or illicit substances.24,65,74,80 Among
individuals with drug use problems, it has been shown
that
increases
in
NA
may
trigger
drug
craving.6,19,28,39,72,73 Drug craving, in turn, has been
found to increase the likelihood of drug use and abuse
(for reviews, see71,74,81). Interestingly, similar findings
have been reported among patients with chronic pain
being prescribed opioid medication, with higher levels
of NA being associated with higher levels of opioid
craving.89 In patients with pain, self-reports of opioid
craving have been found to be prospectively associated
with various indices of prescription opioid misuse,
including physician ratings of opioid misuse and
abnormal urine toxicology screens.16,86,89 Given that
self-reports of opioid craving have been found to be
associated with both NA and prescription opioid misuse,
there are reasons to believe that opioid craving may be
responsible, at least in part, for the increased rates of
prescription opioid misuse observed among patients
with high levels of NA.
The primary purpose of the present study was to
examine the potential role of pain intensity and
opioid craving as mediators of the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse among patients with chronic pain. In this study, a sample of 82
patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain being prescribed opioid medication completed the Current
Opioid Misuse Measure (COMM15), a well-validated
self-report questionnaire designed to assess prescription opioid misuse. Patients also completed selfreport measures of pain intensity, NA, and opioid
craving. A bootstrapped multiple mediation analysis
was used to examine the mediating role of pain intensity and opioid craving in the association between NA
and opioid misuse.

Methods
Participants
The Human Subjects Committee of Brigham and
Women’s Hospital approved the study procedures, and
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written informed consent was obtained from every participant. This was a cross-sectional, between-subjects study
performed in a single, large urban university-based pain
management center. Patients included in the present
study were part of a larger study in which patients were
enrolled in a randomized clinical trial of a behavioral intervention designed to improve prescription opioid compliance (for methods of the trial, see45). Data included in
the present study were collected at the beginning of the
randomized clinical trial (ie, baseline), following patient
recruitment and double-blinded randomization.
The study sample consisted of 82 patients (50 men, 32
women) with a diagnosis of chronic back or neck pain,
with or without radicular symptoms. All patients were
prescribed opioids by Board-certified, fellowshiptrained, pain medicine physicians with at least 5 years
of consultant-level experience. All patients were evaluated by a physician and underwent a physical examination. Patients met the following inclusion criteria: 1)
chronic back or neck pain for more than 6 months; 2)
an average pain score of 4 or greater on a pain intensity
scale of 0 to 10, with medication; 3) able to speak and understand English; 4) prescribed opioid medication for
more than 6 months; and 5) at risk for prescription opioid
misuse based on their responses on the Screener and
Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain–Revised
(SOAPP-R scores $1814), or based on past records of
abnormal urine screens and/or physician ratings of
opioid misuse (Addictions Behavior Checklist94).
Patients were excluded from participation if they met
any of the following criteria: 1) current diagnosis of cancer, 2) acute osteomyelitis or acute bone disease, 3) present or past Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition5 (DSM-IV) diagnosis
of any psychotic disorder, 4) active substance abuse or
dependence of any other kind within the past year (ie,
positive on the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric
Interview [M.I.N.I.] v.5.0.69).

Measures
Demographic Questionnaire
Patients were asked to complete a demographic
questionnaire, which included information about
patients’ age, gender, ethnicity, and education level.
Patients were also asked to report any history of medical, psychiatric, and/or substance use problems and to
report which opioid medication they were currently
taking. Patients’ reports of medication were verified
by a research assistant using the electronic medical record system, and published tables were used to convert
daily opioid dosages into morphine equivalents.

Screening for Substance Use Disorders
The M.I.N.I. was used to screen for active opioid
addiction or any other active substance use disorder.
The M.I.N.I was designed as a brief structured
interview for the major Axis I problems included in
DSM-IV5. We used section K to assess the presence of
a current nonalcohol psychoactive substance use
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disorder (SUD). The M.I.N.I includes 3 subsections and a
total of 12 questions designed to assess any SUD
related to the use of 1) stimulants, 2) cocaine, 3)
nonprescription opioids, 4) hallucinogens, 5) heroin,
6) inhalants, 7) marijuana, 8) nonprescription tranquilizers, and 9) other substances of abuse. The M.I.N.I was
administered and scored by a trained research assistant. All questions on the M.I.N.I (section K) require a
yes or no answer, and the scoring is performed based
on a diagnostic algorithm related to DSM criteria for
SUD. The M.I.N.I can be administered rapidly but may
take up to 15 minutes when administered to polysubstance users. The M.I.N.I. has been shown to be a reliable and valid screening tool for substance use
disorders in patients with and without chronic pain
conditions.33,45,64,69

Current Opioid Misuse Measure
The COMM15 is a 17-item self-report questionnaire designed to identify patients who are currently misusing
their prescribed opioid medication. COMM items are
designed to assess a variety of behaviors that are indicative of opioid misuse (eg, In the past 30 days, how often
have you taken your medications differently from how
they are prescribed?) or indicative of more general aberrant/nonadherence behaviors (eg, How often have you
had to show up at the clinic without an appointment?).
Some items also assess potential emotional/psychiatric
problems that may be associated with prescription
opioid misuse. Items are rated from 0 (never) to 4 (very
often). The COMM has been shown to have good predictive validity, with significant correlations between
COMM scores and other indices of prescription opioid
misuse, such as the Prescription Drug Use Questionnaire,22 physician ratings of opioid misuse (eg, Prescription Opioid Therapy Questionnaire55), and urine
toxicology screens.13,15 The overall accuracy of the
COMM for identifying opioid misuse behaviors, as
measured by the area under the curve ratio, was .81
(95% confidence interval [CI] = .74–.86; P < .001;
coefficient a = .86), suggesting adequate reliability and
predictive validity.13,15

Self-Report Measures of Pain Intensity, NA,
and Craving
Patients were asked to provide self-reports of pain
intensity, NA, and opioid craving through an electronic
diary questionnaire (Hewlett Packard IPAQ; Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, CA) using a personal digital assistant.53 Diary data were downloaded and saved as part
of each patient’s study file. Ratings of pain intensity,
NA, and craving were all provided using visual analogue
scales (VASs) based on symptoms experienced over the
past 24 hours. The use of VAS enabled keeping the
timing of assessment (ie, past 24 hours) constant across
all outcome domains and examining concurrent associations among pain intensity, NA, and opioid craving. Previous studies have supported the reliability and validity
of personal digital assistant methods for the assessment
of pain intensity, NA, and craving among patients with
chronic pain.43-45,53,89

Opioid Craving and Misuse
Self-Reports of Pain Intensity. Using the electronic
diary questionnaire, patients were asked to rate the
average level of pain they experienced over the past
24 hours on a 0 to 10 VAS with the endpoints 0 (no
pain) and 10 (worst pain possible). Ratings of pain
were automatically converted and stored on a 0 to
100 scale.
Self-Reports of Opioid Craving. Using the electronic
diary questionnaire, patients were asked to rate the level
of craving they experienced over the past 24 hours.
Craving was assessed using 3 different items: 1) How
much have you craved your opioid medication? 2) How
often have you found yourself thinking about the next
opioid dose? 3) How strong was your urge to take
more opioid medication than prescribed? These items
were rated on a 0 to 100 VAS and were based on the
Cocaine Craving Scale validated by Weiss et al.92
Self-Reports of NA. Using the electronic diary questionnaire, patients were asked to rate the level of anxiety (‘‘How tense and anxious have you been?’’) and
depression (‘‘How depressed and discouraged have
you been?’’) they experienced over the past 24 hours
on a 0 to 10 VAS with the endpoints 0 (not much) and
10 (very much). Ratings of anxiety and depression
were automatically converted and stored on a 0 to 100
scale.

Data Reduction and Analysis
All data were analyzed using SPSS v.20 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Descriptive data for continuous variables
were presented as means and standard deviations and
were analyzed using independent samples t-tests.
Descriptive data for categorical variables were presented
as percentages and were analyzed using chi-square tests.
Consistent with previous research,42,87,88 an index of
NA was computed by averaging patients’ ratings of
anxiety and depression. In our study, the use of a
composite index of NA stemmed primarily from the
considerable shared variance between measures of
anxiety and depression. The 3 craving items from the
electronic diary questionnaire were also averaged to
create a composite index of craving, which ranged
from 0 to 100.89
For purposes of the present study, only the COMM
items that were designed to directly assess prescription opioid misuse were included in the analyses (see
Appendix). The COMM items that assessed
emotional/psychiatric issues associated with opioid
misuse were excluded from the analyses given the potential overlap between these items and measures of
NA. Removing these items allowed us to ensure that
the association between NA and opioid misuse (ie,
COMM) was not artificially inflated because of overlapping item content. The COMM items that were designed to assess broader aberrant/nonadherence
behaviors (eg, ‘‘How often have you shown up at the
clinic without an appointment?’’) were also excluded
from the analyses. These items were excluded so that
COMM scores reflected a more precise and reliable
assessment of self-reported prescription opioid
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misuse. After removing COMM items related to
emotional/psychiatric issues and more general aberrant behaviors, the Cronbach’s alpha remained
greater than .70 (a = .74), supporting the internal reliability of this subset of COMM items (COMM-s).
Univariate associations between measures of pain intensity, NA, craving, and prescription opioid misuse
(COMM-s) were assessed using Pearson correlations.
Then, a multiple mediation analysis was conducted to
assess whether pain intensity or opioid craving mediated
the association between NA and prescription opioid
misuse. In a multiple mediation model, it is possible to
test the ‘‘overall’’ mediation effect for all mediators
included in the model (ie, total indirect effect), and to
test the effects of each mediator independently (ie, specific indirect effects). Specific indirect effects are interpreted as the indirect (ie, mediation) effect of the
independent variable (IV) on the dependent variable
(DV) through a given mediator controlling for all other
mediators included in the model.63,70 The multiple
mediation analysis was conducted using the
bootstrapping procedure described by Preacher and
Hayes.62,63 Bootstrapping is a nonparametric procedure
that is increasingly being used to test mediation (ie,
indirect) effects. The mediation effect is commonly
referred to as the ‘‘indirect’’ effect because it is
assumed to reflect the influence of an IV on a DV
through the influence of 1 (or more) mediator
variable(s).9,50,62 Mediator variables are different from
moderator variables because they are expected to
‘‘explain’’ the association between the IV and DV,
whereas moderator variables are expected to only
‘‘influence’’ the strength of the association between
the IV and DV.9,50,51
The bootstrap mediation analysis was performed
using an SPSS macro (syntax).62 The bootstrapping procedure treats the sample as a population and is accomplished by taking a new sample of size n (where
n = original sample size) from the available data, sampling with replacement, and computing the indirect
effect (ie, path a  b) for each sample. This process is
repeated over and over for a total of k times, preferably at least 1,000 times. The distribution of the k
values of a  b serves as an empirical, nonparametric
approximation of the sampling distribution of ab.
The mean of the k estimates of ab is used as a point estimate of the indirect (ie, mediation) effect, and the
standard deviation functions as the standard error of
the sampling distribution of ab. Bootstrapping provides a way of circumventing power deficiencies of
normal theory tests (eg, Sobel) typically introduced
by the non-normality in the sampling distribution of
ab.37,51,70 Once completed, the bootstrapped
sampling distribution is used to generate CIs around
point estimates in the mediation model. In the
present study, bias-corrected 95% CIs were produced
for each potential mediator and were used to test
the significance of total and specific indirect (ie, mediation) effects. As recommended, estimates of indirect
effects were considered significant in the case zero
was not included within the CIs.62,63 For each indirect
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effect (a  b), results from the normal theory (ie,
Sobel) test were also provided.
Bootstrap analyses were first conducted using patient
sex and age as covariates (ie, adjusted model), and
then reconducted without the inclusion of these covariates (ie, unadjusted model). Given that these covariates
did not exert any significant partial effects and that
adjusted and unadjusted bootstrapped mediation
models yielded similar patterns of findings, results of unadjusted mediation models were presented.

Results
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics for all study measures are presented in Table 1, separately for men and women.
Analyses revealed no significant sex differences in
age, pain intensity, NA, opioid craving, opioid misuse,
or average daily opioid dose (all Ps > .05). Analyses revealed that 73.2% (60/82) of the sample reported at
least 1 prescription opioid misuse behavior within
the past month.

Correlations Among Measures
Demographic variables (eg, age, education) and
average daily opioid doses were not significantly associated with any of the study variables (all Ps > .05).
Results of correlational analyses revealed that both
anxiety (r = .31, P < .01) and depression (r = .25, P < .05)
were significantly associated with prescription opioid
misuse (COMM-s). Results of a Steiger’s Z-test revealed
that the magnitude of correlations between these variables and prescription opioid misuse (COMM-s) was not
statistically different, Z = .41, not significant (ns). Similarly, results of correlational analyses revealed that
both anxiety (r = .30 P < .01) and depression (r = .21,
P < .05) were significantly associated with opioid craving.
Results of a Steiger Z-test revealed that the magnitude of
correlations between these variables and opioid craving
was not statistically different, Z = .61, ns. Finally, results
of correlational analyses revealed a significant correlation between measures of anxiety and depression,
r = .79, P < .01. Given the considerable shared variance
Table 1.

Descriptive Data for Study Measures

MEASURES

MEN

WOMEN

P

Opioid status
Daily opioid dose (ME)
Age
Pain intensity
Negative affect
Opioid craving
Prescription opioid misuse
(COMM-s)

100%
246.1 (238.6)
49.4 (7.9)
57.3 (23.1)
44.4 (27.7)
13.7 (17.8)
3.1 (2.9)

100%
160.7 (182.1)
48.0 (8.0)
64.4 (15.6)
37.4 (32.2)
13.4 (20.9)
2.4 (3.0)

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

Abbreviations: ns, nonsignificant; ME, morphine equivalent (mg/d).
NOTE. Opioid status refers to the percentage of patients currently taking opioids.
COMM-s refers to the subset of COMM items assessing prescription opioid
misuse (see Appendix). Scores represent means. Values in parentheses are standard deviations.
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between measures of anxiety and depression, a composite index of NA (ie, anxiety, depression) was used in subsequent analyses.
Table 2 shows the correlations between self-report
measures of pain, NA, opioid craving, and opioid
misuse (COMM-s). A significant correlation was found
between pain intensity and NA (r = .34, P < .01), and
a marginally significant correlation was found between pain intensity and COMM-s scores (r = .21,
P = .05). Pain intensity was not significantly associated
with craving. Significant positive correlations were
found between NA and COMM scores (r = .29,
P < .01) and between NA and craving (r = .27,
P < .05). A significant positive correlation was also
found between craving and COMM-s scores (r = .43,
P < .01). Given that significant intercorrelations were
found between NA, potential mediators (ie, pain intensity, opioid craving), and COMM-s scores, preconditions for mediation testing were met.

Potential Mediating Role of Pain
Intensity and Opioid Craving in the
Association Between NA and
Prescription Opioid Misuse
The potential mediating role of pain intensity and
opioid craving in the association between NA and
opioid misuse was examined using a bias-corrected
(BC) bootstrapped multiple mediation analysis (with
n = 1,000 bootstrap re-samples). As shown in Fig 1 and
Table 3, results of the multiple mediation analysis revealed that the direct effect of NA on opioid misuse
(path c0 ) was not significant, suggesting potential mediation. The total (ie, overall) indirect effect of pain intensity and opioid craving in the association between NA
and opioid misuse was significant as the BC bootstrapped confidence interval (95% BC CI) did not include
zero. For this total indirect effect, the Sobel Z-test was
significant (Z = 2.6, P < .05).
Specific indirect effect (craving). Results of the multiple mediation analysis revealed a significant effect of
NA on craving (path a1; P < .05) and a significant direct
effect of craving on opioid misuse (path b1; P < .001). Results revealed that the indirect effect of craving (path a1
 b1) was significant as the 95% BC CI did not include
zero. For this specific indirect effect, the Sobel Z-test
was significant (Z = 2.1, P < .05). Taken together, these results suggest that craving mediated the association between NA and opioid misuse.
Table 2.

Correlations Among Study Measures

1. Pain intensity
2. Negative affect
3. Opioid craving
4. Prescription opioid misuse (COMM-s)

1

2

3

4

—

.34**
—

.04
.27*
—

.21
.29**
.43**
—

NOTE. COMM-s refers to the subset of COMM items assessing prescription opioid
misuse (see Appendix).
*P < .05.
**P < .01.

Figure 1. The mediating effect of pain intensity and opioid
craving in the association between NA and prescription opioid
misuse.
Specific indirect effect (pain intensity). Results of the
multiple mediation analysis revealed a significant effect
of NA on pain intensity (path a2; P < .005). However,
the direct effect of pain intensity on opioid misuse
(path b2) was not significant. Moreover, the indirect
effect of pain intensity (path a2  b2) was not significant,
as the 95% BC CI contained zero. For this specific indirect
effect, the Sobel Z-test was not significant (Z = 1.5, ns).
Taken together, these results suggest that pain intensity
did not mediate the association between NA and opioid
misuse.

Alternate Mediation Model
In order to further evaluate the validity of the mediation model reported in our study, we conducted an
additional multiple mediation analysis in which study
variables (ie, craving, NA, pain intensity) were interchanged within the model. This was done to examine
whether an alternative mediation model could be ruled
out, empirically, based on our data. Showing that an
alternative mediation model can be ruled out would
provide further support for the mediation model
reported in our study. Results of this additional multiple
mediation analysis are presented in Supplementary
Table 1.
In this analysis, we used NA (initially used as IV) as one
of the mediator variables, and craving (initially used as
MV) as the IV. In this analysis, pain intensity was also
used as a mediator variable. The potential indirect
(ie, mediating) roles of NA and pain intensity in the
association between craving and opioid misuse was
examined using a 95% BC CI and 1,000 bootstrap
re-samples. Results of this analysis revealed that the
indirect/mediation effect of NA (path a1  b1) was not
significant, as the 95% BC CI contained zero. The indirect/mediation effect of pain intensity (path a2  b2)
was also not significant. Finally, the total (ie, overall) indirect effect of NA and pain intensity in the association
between craving and opioid misuse was not significant,
as the 95% BC CI included zero. Taken together, results
of this analysis suggest that the association between
craving and opioid misuse was not mediated by either
NA, pain intensity, or a combination of both.
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Bootstrapped Multiple Mediation
Analysis Testing the Indirect Effect of NA on
Prescription Opioid Misuse Through Pain
Intensity and Opioid Craving

Table 3.

PATH
COEFFICIENT*

Path c
.028
.012
Path c0
Path a1
.175
Path a2
.215
Path b1
.060
Path b2
.026
Specific indirect effects
a1  b1
.010
a2  b2
.005
Total/overall indirect effect
a1b1 1 a2b2
.016

BOOTSTRAP
SE

Ty

.010
.010
.069
.066
.015
.016

2.7z
1.2
2.5x
3.2z
3.8z
1.6

BC
95% CI

.006
.003

LL = .001; UL = .027
LL = .001; UL = .015

.007

LL = .003; UL = .033

Abbreviations: SE, standard error; LL, lower limit; UL, upper limit.
NOTE. Table shows unstandardized path coefficients for the total and specific indirect effects. Path c, total effect of NA on opioid misuse; path c0 , direct effect of
NA on opioid misuse; path a1, effect of NA on craving; path a2, effect of NA on
pain intensity; path b1, direct effect of craving on opioid misuse; path b2, direct
effect of pain intensity on opioid misuse; path a1  b1, indirect effect of NA on
opioid misuse through craving; path a2  b2, indirect effect of NA on opioid
misuse through pain intensity.
*Path coefficients are based on 1,000 bootstraps for the indirect effect.
yThe t-test statistic (and P value) for the indirect effect (path a  b) is not provided because this value depends upon a normal distribution of the indirect
effect. Given that indirect effects (paths ab) are positively skewed, interpretation of these P values can be misleading and should not be used as
determinants of statistical mediation. LL and UL CIs were used to determine statistical significance of indirect effects.
zP < .01.
xP < .05.

Discussion
The purpose of our study was to examine the potential
mediating role of pain intensity and opioid craving in the
association between NA and prescription opioid misuse
among a sample of chronic pain patients. In our study,
higher levels of NA were associated with higher scores
on the COMM, a self-report measure designed to assess
prescription opioid misuse. This finding corroborates
those of previous studies that have examined the association between measures of NA and prescription opioid
misuse.11,27,36,52,66,85,90
A significant positive correlation was also found between NA and self-reports of opioid craving. Patients
with high levels of NA reported higher levels of opioid
craving, which is consistent with the results of a recent
study showing that higher levels of anxiety and
depressive symptoms were associated with higher
levels of opioid craving.89 The association between
NA and opioid craving is also consistent with findings
from the substance use literature showing that higher
levels of NA are associated with higher levels of
craving in patients with substance use problems.6,19,28,39,71-73,78
Of interest in the present study was the potential
mediating role of patients’ pain intensity and opioid
craving in the association between NA and prescription
opioid misuse (ie, COMM-s). We found that higher
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levels of pain intensity were associated with increased
rates of opioid misuse, which is consistent with the results of some,2,36,43 but not all,18,40,55,66 studies
conducted among patients with pain. It has been
suggested that patients who report high levels of pain
may, in an attempt to seek pain relief, exhibit
behaviors that fall within the spectrum of medication
misuse or abuse.8,46,60 This phenomenon, also known
as pseudoaddiction (ie, undertreatment of pain
symptoms), might have contributed to the association
between self-reports of pain intensity and prescription
opioid misuse observed in our study. A follow-up mediation analysis, however, revealed that patients’ pain intensity did not mediate the association between NA
and prescription opioid misuse.
In our study, we found that higher levels of opioid
craving were associated with increased rates of opioid
misuse. Similar findings have recently been reported
by Wasan et al,86 who found that opioid craving
among patients with chronic pain was associated
with various indices of prescription opioid misuse.
Importantly, in our study, results of the mediation
analysis revealed that self-reports of opioid craving
mediated the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse. Proceeding from a mediational
perspective, our results suggest that higher levels of
NA may enhance opioid craving, which in turn may
lead to an increased likelihood of prescription opioid
misuse.
There are a number of possible explanations for the
mediating role of craving in the association between
NA and opioid misuse. First, it is worth noting that
self-reports of craving were not associated with patients’ pain intensity, suggesting that reports of craving
among patients with high levels of NA were not likely to
reflect drug withdrawal in between opioid medication
doses. It is also unlikely that craving reflected the presence of an opioid addiction problem given that all patients were screened for the presence of an active
SUD. It is important to point out that patients may experience opioid craving and exhibit prescription opioid
misuse behaviors without necessarily having an opioid
addiction problem.4,8 In other words, craving is a
necessary but not sufficient criterion for prescription
opioid addiction. This is consistent with the new
conceptualization of opioid use disorder in the
DSM-V.57
A number of psychological explanations may be
invoked to account for the mediating role of opioid
craving in the association between NA and prescription
opioid misuse. For example, it is possible that patients
with high levels of NA have difficulty coping with pain
without the use of medication, which in turn may
enhance the craving experience, the perceived need
to use opioid medication, and the tendency to misuse
prescription opioids. Among patients with chronic
pain, patients with high levels of NA have been found
to have low self-efficacy beliefs and poor pain coping
skills (for a review, see47), 2 variables that have been
shown to be associated with reduced medication
compliance among patients with other health-related
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conditions.
Another possibility is that patients
high in NA hold preexisting personality traits that
increase susceptibility to drug craving and prescription
drug misuse. For example, it has been shown that
individuals high in NA tend to be more impulsive, a
personality trait that has been found to be associated
with higher levels of drug craving56,83 and with an
increased likelihood of developing drug use
problems.23,30,93
Another possible explanation for the mediating role
of craving in the association between NA and opioid
misuse is the interaction between the neural mechanisms that are involved in the regulation of NA, craving,
and drug use. The neural pathways involved in the regulation of craving and drug use are primarily located
within the mesolimbic areas and involve brain regions
such as the nucleus accumbens, the amygdala, the prefrontal cortex, and the anterior cingulate cortex (for a
review, see8,91). The mesolimbic system receives direct
projections from cortical areas involved in the
regulation of NA,48,49,73 providing a neural basis for
the influence of NA on craving and patterns of drug
use. For example, previous studies have found that NA
may enhance drug craving and the likelihood of drug
abuse
through
increased
noradrenergic
and
dopaminergic activity in cortical and subcortical
mesolimbic areas.48,71,72 Interestingly, NA has also
been found to be associated with decreased central
serotonergic (5-HT) activity,1,29,31,32,41 one of the main
neurotransmitter systems involved in the regulation of
craving and drug use. In previous studies, decreased 5HT activity has been found to be associated with
enhanced self-reports of craving and with an increased
likelihood of drug abuse in patients with various forms
of drug problem.21,84 In the context of our study, it is
thus possible that patients with high levels of NA were
characterized by dysfunctions in noradrenergic,
dopaminergic, and/or serotonergic systems, which led
to higher levels of craving and increased rates of
opioid misuse.
There are limitations to the current study that must
be considered when interpreting our findings. First,
the cross-sectional nature of our study design precludes any firm conclusions regarding the directionality of associations between study variables.
Although results of mediation analyses imply potential directional influences among variables, it cannot
be determined whether NA is a precursor of craving
and whether the experience of craving is a precursor
of prescription opioid misuse. Moreover, the crosssectional nature of associations between the IV and
mediator variables might have biased estimates of
direct and indirect effects. Even if an alternative
mediation model was ruled out based on our data,
our findings should be viewed as preliminary, and longitudinal studies will be needed to replicate our findings. Studies using structural equation modeling
might allow further elucidation of pathways through
which NA, pain, craving, and other variables may lead
to prescription opioid misuse in patients with pain.
Second, our analyses were performed using a conve-
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nience sample, which limited our explanatory reach
in accounting for some of the findings that were reported in the present study. Third, patients included
in our study were recruited from a tertiary pain center
and were taking relatively high doses of opioids,
which places limits on the generalizability of our findings. Finally, prescription opioid misuse was assessed
solely on the basis of patients’ self-reports using the
COMM questionnaire. Future studies should use, if
possible, multiple measurement methods (eg, patients’ self-reports, urine toxicology screens, physician
ratings) in order to assess opioid misuse. It has been
argued, however, that self-report measures, when
positive, represent the most reliable and direct
method for assessing prescription opioid misuse.13,45
Despite these limitations, our study provided valuable new insights into the mechanisms that underlie
the association between NA and prescription opioid
misuse in patients with chronic pain. To our knowledge, our study was the first to systematically investigate the mechanisms by which NA may lead to
prescription opioid misuse in patients with pain. The
key finding of our study is that craving, but not pain intensity, mediated the association between NA and prescription opioid misuse. This finding could have
important clinical implications for patients who are being prescribed opioid medication. From a pain management standpoint, our findings suggest that opioid
craving should be routinely assessed and monitored
over the course of opioid therapy, particularly among
patients with high levels of NA. Our findings also suggest that treatment interventions aimed at reducing
craving might lead to lower rates of prescription opioid
misuse in patients with high levels of NA. Interestingly,
self-reports of opioid craving in patients with chronic
pain have been found to decrease following brief
behavioral interventions designed to improve prescription opioid compliance,45,89 suggesting that craving is a
potentially modifiable factor among patients with
pain. Although reducing symptoms of NA might
represent one potential avenue for reducing opioid
craving, interventions specifically aimed at targeting
craving could also be used. For example, in the
substance use literature, a number of treatment
approaches for reducing craving have been described,
including drug cue exposure interventions,54,74
cognitive-behavioral interventions helping patients
cope with craving,10,81 and pharmacologic adjuvant
therapies.58,59 Longitudinal treatment studies will be
needed to determine the most efficient ways to
reduce craving over the course of long-term opioid
therapy. Studies are also needed to further explore
the psychological and neurobiologic factors that may
contribute to the experience of opioid craving in patients with pain. Advances in this domain might not
only shed light on the psychological and neurobiological determinants of opioid craving and prescription
opioid misuse but might also ultimately lead to the
development of new treatment interventions aimed
at reducing rates of prescription opioid misuse among
patients with pain conditions.
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Appendix.

Opioid Craving and Misuse

Subset of COMM Items (COMM-s) Assessing Prescription Opioid Misuse

Item 3: How often have you had to go to someone other than your prescribing physician to get sufficient pain relief from your medications?
(ie, another doctor, the Emergency Room)
Item 4: How often have you taken your medications differently from how they are prescribed?
Item 9: How often have you needed to take pain medications belonging to someone else?
Item 10: How often have you been worried about how you’re handling your medications?
Item 14: How often have you had to take more of your medication than prescribed?
Item 15: How often have you borrowed pain medication from someone else?
Item 16: How often have you used your pain medicine for symptoms other than for pain (eg, to help you sleep, improve your mood, or relieve
stress)?
NOTE. Items were rated from 0 (never) to 4 (very often).

